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Case Study | Google Apps



Ryerson University Physics professor cuts scheduling time by 50% with Tungle Accelerate and Google Apps At a Glance What he wanted to do: • Publish and share his schedule • Make it easy for others to schedule meetings with him • Reduce the amount of time spent scheduling What he did: • Synced his Google Apps account with Tungle.me • Enabled his personal Tungle.me link to publish his free/busy schedule and let others book time with him • Shared his link with the people he meets with What he accomplished: • Saved 50% of the time usually spent scheduling • Helped colleagues schedule meetings more easily and save time



Customer Michael Kolios is Associate Professor and Canada Research Chair in the Department of Physics at Ryerson University, Canada’s leader in innovative, career-focused education with a mission to serve societal need. The university has a high-standing reputation with business and community leaders and is ranked third in the country and first in the province in terms of research growth. The organization has a total enrollment of approximately 25,000, and offers nearly 100 PhD, Masters and undergraduate programs. Partner Tungle is a Montreal-based startup founded in 2006. Its flagship product, Tungle Accelerate, is a calendar accelerator that syncs with existing e-calendars turning them into truly connected productivity tools. Through Tungle, users can easily and efficiently schedule meetings, publish their free/busy schedules and share calendars across companies, platforms and time zones. In addition to syncing with Google Calendar, Tungle also works with Outlook (with or without Exchange), Apple iCal and Entourage for Mac. Challenge In any given week, Professor Michael Kolios schedules no fewer than 10 meetings with undergraduate and graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, research engineers and technicians, academic administrators, sales representatives, faculty, professors, and members of other universities. Kolios needed to manage his own busy schedule and to efficiently line up the varying schedules of the people he meets with whom he shares information and projects.



“I have saved 50% of the time I would usually have spent trying to arrange a meeting with other people. People within the university and outside of the organization also save time when compared to using email and phone.” —Michael Kolios, Associate Professor, Department of Physics



Kolios had two main challenges when it came to scheduling. First, he needed a way to easily and appropriately share his availability with others, regardless of systems, organizations, or time zones. Second, once he was able to share his schedule, he needed a way for those people to easily schedule meetings with him. Neither Kolios nor his contacts had the time to learn or switch over to a complex new system. Thus, in addressing these challenges, it was key to keep in mind simplicity and ease of use – and also to keep Kolios in control of his schedule.



Solution When Kolios learned about Tungle.me and Google Apps, he saw a better way to efficiently address his scheduling challenges. For more information, watch the video at www.tungle.com/Home/Video.htm, or visit www.tungle.com/Home/Google.htm



About Google Apps



Google Apps is an enterprise-ready suite of applications that includes Gmail, Google Calendar (shared calendaring), Google Docs and Spreadsheets (online document hosting and collaboration), Google Sites (team site creation and publishing), and Google Video (easy, secure sharing of video content). For more information, visit www.google.com/a “I have been sharing my calendar using Google Calendar, and the ability to propose meeting times from the same web page as the shared calendar (through Tungle.me) has helped make scheduling meetings with me even easier.” —Carl Kumaradas, Assistant Professor, Department of Physics



Tungle.me is an extension of the Tungle Accelerate service that, once synced with the Google Apps Calendar, enables a user to publish their free/busy schedule via a personal link that automatically updates with the user’s real time availability via the sync with Google Apps. What makes this unique relative to other publishing tools is its “click-to-meet” technology that allows users to not only provide access to their schedules, but also allow others to easily and efficiently book time with them – all while staying in control of who and when they meet. For Kolios, the service works something like this: he emails a personal Tungle.me link to a group of students, each wanting to book time to discuss their various projects. Each student visits Kolios’ link to see when he is free. Within that page, each student can then send Kolios an email meeting invitation proposing meeting times. They can do this without having to sign up for the Tungle.me service. “What I like about Tungle.me is that people can easily suggest meeting times, but I get the final say,” says Kolios. Kolios’ success with Tungle.me has prompted several other professors at Ryerson to use the service to schedule their own meetings, including Carl Kumaradas, Assistant Professor, Department of Physics, who notes that “Tungle.me has saved me and my colleagues who schedule meetings with me a lot of time. I have been sharing my calendar using Google Calendar, and the ability to propose meeting times from the same web page as my shared calendar using Tungle.me has helped make scheduling meetings with me even easier.” Results When Kolios receives meeting invitations, he can see the proposed times overlaid on his schedule. He selects times and books the meetings, which are automatically added to his Google Calendar. The person requesting the meeting receives an email confirmation to add to their calendar. Key Tungle.me features include: • The ability to propose multiple times increases the possibility of finding an appropriate time in just one communication, thereby eliminating time spent on back and forth emailing and phone calls • Visitors to a user’s Tungle.me link do not have to sign up to Tungle to send meeting invitations, and can use a different email and calendar system. All they need is a browser • Spam is minimized because visitors confirm their email address before they can send a meeting invitation • The Tungle.me link is synced with the user’s calendar (in Kolios’ case, his Google Calendar), so it always displays the most up-to-date availability • The owner of the Tungle.me link maintains control over who and when they meet, and can enable or disable their link at any time • The Tungle.me link only displays the owners free/busy schedule – not their calendar details – so the owner can freely share their link without privacy concerns “I have saved 50% of the time I would usually have spent trying to arrange a meeting with other people,” Kolios says. “People within the university and outside of the organization also save time when compared to using email and phone.”
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